
BEATA DELCOURT, a young Subud member from Toulouse, writes story about working towards 
healthier food for all.

I grow fresh food closer to you for a living! 

Have you heard of this fascinating new wave called Urban Farming? Allow me to share a little of 
my experience on diving into something that might be growing near you right now! 
The idea behind this movement that is making cities greener and citizens healthier is to bring 
consumers much closer to what they find on their plate. 

Why cherish this proximity? 

There are many different reasons to why Urban Farming is growing so fast, so suddenly : Various 
food scandals have recently brought people’s attention to how little we know about where our food 
comes from and how it is produced. Just as the organic sector has experienced a radical boost in the 
last 10 years, urban farming is one solution to knowing how your food is produced, because not 
only can you see it grow next to your house, you can also take part in cultivating it! Giving sense to 
our food, giving sense to our societies. More importantly, Urban Agriculture seems to be blooming 
because people are literally taking action to find sustainable, economical and environmental 
solutions on their own scale! It is fascinating to see how economical instability across the world has
enabled very clever, spontaneous and creative projects to grow! For example, the economic and 
demographic decline that the city of Detroit (US) has faced since the 70s has given space for people
to take action to find local solutions to sustain their basic needs: today, the citizens of Detroit have 
converted abandoned harbours into the world’s biggest urban farms! Not only do these farms feed 
thousands of people, they also provide local jobs and create new social interactions in the heart of 
the city! 

That is exactly what I find thrilling about the « local food » movement: urban farming is developing
vibrant interactions, both at an economic and human level. The time when cities were seen as 
hostile, cold, concrete hubs is changing. People are diving into this urban farming experience 
because it literally feeds them physically and humanly! I am extremely lucky to be observing this 
revolutionary social phenomenon from the inside as my every day job is to develop urban farm 
projects across France, and hopefully Europe and Africa very soon! 

I work for a French startup called CitizenFarm: we aim at bringing citizens closer to what they eat, 
through home growing installations to urban farms! We work with a very wide range of individuals 
and entities, ranging from schools to restaurants and real estate promoters who are willing to place 
citizens at the heart of urban innovation. 

How does it work? 

We specialise in aquaponics, the symbiosis
of fish and plants: we place fish farming and
crops in a closed circuit. We use the waste
from fish farming (fish defecation) as a
natural fertilizer to feed the plants. This way
we save up to 90% water compared to usual
agricultural crops, the fish farming system is
naturally purified by the plants, enabling
fish to grow in a healthy environment and



plants feed upon the micro nutrients that are naturally present in the water, so there is no need to 
add any chemicals or fertilizers. 
Aquaponic farms are perfectly suited for urban farming as they enable us to grow healthy fresh 
food, no matter the quality of the soil in town: farms can be developed vertically, on rooftops or in 
very narrow areas, which is perfect for optimising the use of urban spaces! 
 
Why do we want to do this ? 

Because we know that due to our
current agricultural and food
distribution system, a third of the
food produced worldwide every year
is wasted before arriving in people’s
homes! There are too many steps
distancing the vegetable you eat from
the seed it sprouted from: we eat food
that has been harvested too soon and
then travels thousands of kilometers,
while being packed, stocked or
frozen a couple of times! Why waste
energy on this unsustainable chain
when one can develop local farms
that will not only enable citizens to access fresh, healthy, tasty food but also empower them socially
and economically! 

CitizenFarm is a very small company, composed of eight dedicated young people, the eldest being 
30 years old, however, we are now building urban farms in seven different cities in France, 
partnering up with very different players on very different projects! Some projects are 100% 
designed towards community building experiences, some projects are 100% designed towards 
environmental friendly fresh food productions; most projects aim at a combination of the two! We 
are very excited to feel that the need to produce food differently has caught the private sector’s 
attention, public services’ attention, investors’ attention and that we are all working together to 
make this change happen. But what is most amazing in my everyday work is to feel that all these 
various stakeholders working on urban agriculture are conscious of the need to combine 
environmental friendly, socially empowering solutions to boost a city’s ecosystem! 

If you want to know more about CitizenFarm, please check out our webpage www.citizenfarm.fr or 
email me at beata@citizenfarm.fr . It will be a pleasure for me to share more about our projects and 
about urban farming in general !


